
Kenedy ISD Dress Code for 2021-2022

Students have three dress options for school:

1. Kenedy Uniforms - same as in the years before

OR

2. Kenedy Spirit - as added last year - dress as if you are going to a Lion/Leopard game

OR

3. Kenedy Smart - dress as if you are going to church or a job interview

Kenedy Uniforms - Shirts:  solid color polos - maroon, black, grey, white
Pants:  Denim - jean/khaki

Kenedy Spirit - Spirit shirt with jeans/khaki pants or acceptable shorts

Kenedy Smart - Shirts: Button down shirts/polos/blouses of any color or
pattern

Bottoms: Jeans, khaki pants or slacks, leggings, skirts (no
shorter than 2 inches above the knee) of any color or
pattern; or dresses of any color or pattern



Details of the dress code:

Shirts: Students have the option of wearing a button down shirt with a collar of any color or
pattern, a polo with a collar of any color or pattern, or a spirit shirt.  No hoodies will be allowed at
all.

Pants/Jeans/Shorts/Capris/Leggings: Pants/jeans may be worn with belts (worn correctly).
Basketball shorts are acceptable if they are long basketball shorts or Bermuda shorts.  Capris
are acceptable and leggings are acceptable with a long shirt that covers the backside/bottom of
the student.  Jeans with tears or holes are unacceptable unless leggings are worn underneath.

Dresses:  Skirts and dresses of appropriate length (no shorter than 2 inches above the knee)
may be worn.

Jewelry: Piercings are permitted for boys and girls, only in ear lobes.

Shoes: Shoes must be worn with a permanent back. Slides or flip flops are not permitted.

Socks: Socks may not have inappropriate designs or graphics.

Tattoos: Tattoos may not be visible and must be covered at all times.  Students will not be
allowed to participate in UIL activities representing Kenedy ISD if tattoos are visible and not
covered up.

Hair: Facial hair must be cleanly shaven.  Hair must be a natural color.  Haircuts or styles
deemed outlandish or distracting to the learning environment are not allowed.

Bandanas/Caps/Hats: Head coverings of any type are not allowed indoors.

Eyewear: Only prescription eyeglasses may be worn. No sunglasses may be worn at school,
unless a note from a physician is given to the office and kept on file.

Belts: Any color, or material, with a standard buckle and must be worn correctly. No
inappropriate designs/logos/suggestions will be allowed (at principal discretion).


